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This exciting new volume in the Monster Book of Manga series features stunning art and detailed
instructions on how to illustrate adventurous, bold, sexy, and self-possessed female manga
characters.The Monster Book of Manga: Girls includes more than fifty exercises that cover every
female archetype in modern manga: the student, the Gothic Lolita, the athlete, the music idol, the
warrior, the science-fiction heroine, and many more. It pairs advanced illustration techniques with
step-by-step instructions, and features an original cast of girls, fierce and timeless enough to take
the spotlight of any manga cartoon. This lush, full-color manual is perfect for beginning and
advanced manga artists alike.
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If your a starter and want to learn, dont get this book, or any in the series. Frankly you would be
wasting your money. These books are more for those who know what they are doing, need
insperation for their own work, and offers things like where to put shadows properly and what not. If
you have been drawing the human figure for some time and are looking for refrence material for
your bookcase consider getting these. If your a beginner though spend your money on a good
quality book (or look around online for tutorials, theres plenty on the web for free).

A good book for Inspiration ONLY will not teach you how to draw. Recommended for the more
advanced artists who need new challenges and character ideas, or want to get familiar with different
genres of manga, as this book does a great job of explaining them. ;)I LOVED it !!!!

A massive collection of one page illustrations of many popular female character types found in
Manga. Art quality is derivative and average with a few drawing and design pointers peppered
throughout. Not a practical how to draw book for complete novices, but it could help polish the style
of some intermediate learners and function like a reference guide for character creation. I would
recommend checking it out at a bookstore or library before buying it.

This book was pretty good for inspiration for a artist that is already familiar with drawing figures and
clothing. Personally wouldn't say this is a book for beginners, however it's still good for collection
sake of drawing books.+ From a great series of books+ Good for inspiring an artist+ Pretty diverse
in pose+ Great for collection sake, if you just like art books- Not really a book for beginners that are
barely starting off

I really enjoy this book because it is packed with beautiful illustrations, both colored and grey-scale.
The pages have a nice smooth and thick feel to them. The price is excellent for the high quality of
such publication.This is a superb book, However; this is not the best choice for the beginner artist,
especially for the child enthusiast. This book may suit you well if you have a basic understanding of
the fundamentals in drawing and sketching. I had studied art throughout high school and that was a
huge help in developing my skills. I just began drawing the manga style a few months ago and I
really enjoy the results. I was running out of ideas and was getting discouraged. I began drawing
again the day I received this book! It jump started my creative mind. It helps build coloring
combinations and ideas. It also shows many body positions. This book has just about every type of
attractive female manga anyone can think of! The book categorizes the type of art by a color code
visible from the edge of the pages. There is no index, so you must use your memory and color code
to seek your favorite illustrations. None the less, this is a fantastic book!If you enjoy manga and love
to draw, this book is for you!

The Monster Book of Manga; Girls is just what I was looking for. I does seem like a Draw this rather
than learn to draw but that is what I was shooting for. Its full color pages and step by step from
skeletal structure to volume to full color with details helps add little perks to your work you may not
have thought of before taking a good long look at this book. It definitely is helping me get the edge I
need to take my comic/manga work to the next level. A great deal for the great quality.

This book is huge and has lots of examples of different types of females to draw however each

eample only gives you about 5 slides on how to do it, 2 of which are usually advanced coloring
techniques. I really needed someone to hold my hand wile i'm leaning This kinda throws you into the
fire, if your not extremely familiar with wireframe figures your gonna have some difficulty.On the
bight side the art in the book is pretty neat and the advanced airbrushing and what not is really
cool.I wouldn't get this book if your a newbie. this book is more for the appreciation of the art.

This is a great book for reference on girls and posing girls. It is not a how to draw book It is more
advanced than that. If you are already good at drawing this will make you better.
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